6	THE PACIFIC ENVIRONMENT
towards Alaska   the cordillera becomes even higher and
Mt MacKmley (20400 feet) is the loftiest peak
One fourth of Asia one fifth of North America one tenth
of Australia and one sixteenth of South America in all
one seventh of the world s land surface drams into the
Pacific The steepest part of the ocean floor is found m the
north west corner where it rises to emerge as the Japanese
and Kurile Islands To the east of this wall lies one of the
deepest abysses m the earth s crust It is part of an enormous
depression situated in the north central Pacific called the
Tuscarora Deep which is everywhere deeper than 4000
fathoms Where the depression touches the Japanese wall
it deepens to form the great gully known as the Japan
Trench which like all the ocean trenches is a centre of
volcanic activity Lower depths have been obtained else
where in the Pacific but no other depression approaches the
Tuscarora m extent To the south the floor of the ocean
is broken by a series of more or less parallel ridges with
deeps lying between them The greatest depth yet obtained
was found by the German ship Emden in May 1927 This
was a sounding of 34,210 feet or enough to submerge Mount
Everest with over 5 000 feet to spare
The walls of the ocean basin rise steeply and' then flatten
off towards the continents much like the shape of a soup
plate The width of this flattened bran differs greatly
according to the steepness of the bounding wall but it is in
general, much wider on the Asiatic than on the American
side. It irtckides the whole area of many shallow seas like
the China Sea and the stretch between Northern Australia
and Hew Gmnea, and associates most of the great islands
except Celebes and New Zealand with the nearest continent
Lodced at in another way the land bordering the coastline
is m most cases a low plain which rises gradually till it

